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a password table. To overcome these pitfalls, Chang and Wu10

firstly introduced the smart card as another factor besides

password into authentication schemes, which contributes to

the 2-factor authentication scheme. In such scheme, the users

are not only required to know the correct password but also the

corresponding smart card, then he/she can access to remote

resource by interacting with the server. The smart card–based

authentication scheme usually involves 2 participants: the

users (the number may be a lot) and the server (only a single).

Furthermore, it includes 4 basic phases: registration phase,

login phase, verification phase, and password-change phase.

In registration phase, the user firstly submits the server his/her

personal messages, then he/she will receive a smart card

with important parameters from the server. If a registered

user wants to access to the server, he/she will send a access

request in login phase. Then in verification phase, the 2 par-

ticipants are required to authenticate each other. If they both

get authenticated, the authentication process finished success-

fully, then, the user can enjoy the services from the server.

Furthermore, once the user wants to change his/she pass-

word, he/she can initiate the password change phase to change

password locally or remotely. In short, a well-defined smart

card–based password authentication scheme should ensure

that only when a user who does not only submit the correct

password but also owns corresponding smart card can the

access request be allowed. Thanks to Chang and Wu, smart

card got popular in most 2-factor authentication schemes and

some notable ones including.11-14 Compared with the previ-

ous single-factor password-based schemes, these schemes are

low cost and have better cryptographic capacity. Till now,

smart card–based password authentication scheme becomes

one of the most common or convenient mechanisms to

ensure the security of network in 2-factor authentication

protocols. Furthermore, these years, many schemes use bio-

metric characteristic as an additional factor to provide the

authentication,15-18 while the biometric-based authentication

scheme has its inherent drawback: high deployment costs and

unrecoverable. Anyway, biometric characteristic is beyond

our work in this paper.

With in-depth study, scholars have reached a consensus on

several key points about designing smart card–based pass-

word authentication scheme:

1. The information in the smart card can be extracted. With

smart card, both the adversary and the legitimate user can

get the parameters stored in smart card.19-21

2. To achieve user anonymity and resistance of off-line pass-

word guessing attack, a lightweight public key algorithm

is necessary.22

3. In 2015, Wang et al23 indicated that there is an unavoid-

able trade off between changing password locally and

resisting to smart card loss attack without new technique.

Surprisingly, Wang and Wang20 in 2016 for the first time

integrated “honeywords” and “fuzzy-verifiers” to settle

this issue successfully.

4. Forward secrecy requires server side to conduct more than

2 exponentiation operations.22

1.1 Motivations and contributions
Although have been developed for 20 years, password-based

authentication schemes are still far from satisfactory. What is

more, many schemes even violate some basic design princi-

ples thus making elementary mistakes. This situation forces

us to try to devise a secure but lightweight scheme which can

be resistant to known attacks and provide ideal attributes. Fur-

thermore, to avoid elementary mistakes in the area of 2-factor

authentication scheme, a detailed explanation of the design

thinking and points is necessary. So, in this paper, we first

choose a recent scheme as a study case and analyze its weak-

nesses and design thinking. On the basis of the analysis, we

proposed an improved scheme and proved that our scheme can

be resistant to various attacks with lower computing and stor-

age overhead. In a word, our contribution can be summarized

as below:

1. We analyze a recent proposed scheme: the scheme of

Maitra et al,24 which claimed to be resistant to vari-

ous attacks. Unfortunately, we demonstrate that, under

their assumptions of the capabilities of the adversary, this

scheme is not secure to resist offline-password attack and

insider attack, and fails to achieve forward secrecy, etc.

2. On the basis of the scheme of Maitra et al, we explain

the design thinking and points of 2-factor authentication

scheme then propose an enhanced scheme.

3. We prove that our scheme can be resistant to the known

attacks with lower computing and storage than other

related schemes. Particularly, we show a new way (beyond

the conventional Deffie-Hellman approach) to achieve

forward secrecy.

1.2 Construction of the paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

introduces the preliminaries. The cryptanalysis of the scheme

of Maitra et al is given in Section 3. Then, we propose our

scheme in Section 4. Section 5 gives a security and perfor-

mance analysis to our scheme. Section 6 gives a conclusion.

2 PRELIMINARIES

This section firstly describes the computational problems,

then lists the notations, and finally introduces the capacities
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of adversary and the evaluation criteria of the authentication

scheme.

2.1 Computational problems
This section introduces the discrete logarithm problem, hash

function, and Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) cryptosystem;

they are the key to design the scheme of Maitra et al and our

scheme.

2.1.1 The discrete logarithm problem
• Discrete logarithm problem: g is the generator of cyclic

group Z∗
p , for given (g, g𝛼 mod p); it is hard to compute

𝛼(𝛼 ∈ Z∗
p ) within a polynomial time.

• Computational Diffie-Hellman problem: g is the gener-

ator of the cyclic group Z∗
p , and 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ Z∗

p , for given

(g𝛽 , g𝛼mod p); it is hard to compute g𝛼𝛽 within a polyno-

mial time.

2.1.2 RSA cryptosystem
1. Key generation.

• Choose 2 distinct prime numbers p and q; compute n =
p · q.

• Compute r = (p − 1)(q − 1).
• Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < r, e and r are

coprime.

• Compute d as d ≡ e−1 mod r.

• Then the public key is (n, e), and the private key is (n, d).

2. Encryption. c ≡ me mod n, where m is an integer and c is

the ciphertext.

3. Decryption. cd ≡ (me)d ≡ m mod n.

2.1.3 One-way hash function
• The length of x is variable; y has a fixed-length.

• Given x, it is easy to get y; while given y, it is difficult to

compute x.

2.2 Notations and abbreviations
The notations used in the schemes are shown in Table 1.

2.3 The capacities of adversary
In cryptanalysis of 2-factor authentication scheme, the

adversary  is also supposed to be armed with some

capacities20,23,25,26 as shown in Table 2:

TABLE 1 Notations and abbreviations

Symbol Description

Ui ith user

S remote server

 the adversary

x the secret key of S
IDi identity of Ui

PWi password of Ui

⊕ XOR operation

|| concatenation operation

h(·) 1-way hash function

→ a common channel

⇒ a secure channel

2.4 Evaluation criteria
In the history of the 2-factor authentication protocol, a mass

of new protocols were proposed, while shortly were pointed

insecure to known attacks or lacking some crucial attribute.

One of the important reasons is that the evaluation criteria

is not uniform. The authors tend to design their own crite-

ria set which their new protocol can satisfy, while ignoring

those criteria which their protocol fails to meet. To settle

this issue, Madhusudhan and Mittal27 in 2012 put forward

a series of evaluation criteria, including several security

requirements and desire attributes. In fact, after that, most

authors design their evaluation criteria according to them:

Select some of the indicators in Mad-Mit criteria set to form

their own evaluation criteria. However, there is no proto-

col that meets all the indicators in the Mad-Mit criteria set

simultaneously so far. In 2015, Wang et al23 demonstrated

that those evaluation indicators are not independent of each

other. For example, “Inside attack” is actually equivalent to

“No password reveal”; “Password dependent” is included in

“Smart card loss attack.” Thus, in 2016, Wang and Wang20

designed a new evaluation criteria. These evaluation indica-

tors are independent of each other and cover all the secu-

rity requirements and ideal attributes involved in the current

2-factor protocols. So in this paper, we will employ this

set of evaluation criteria (shown in Table 3). It should be

noted that, here, the attribute “Password friendly” not only

requires to allow the user choose their password freely but

also change their password locally; the attribute “No smart

card loss attack” refers to those attacks that the adversary

owns the smart card, while in “Resistance to know attacks,”

the adversary does not obtain the card; the attribute “Sound

repairability” means that a user revokes the account and

re-register without changing his/her identity; the attribute

“No clock synchronization” requires no-time-clock–based

operations.
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TABLE 2 The capacities of the adversary20

1 The adversary  can control the open channel fully, ie,  can intercept, modify, delete, and resend the messages over the open channel.

2 The adversary  can list all pairs of (IDi,PWi) from pw ∗ id in a polynomial time, where pw refers the password space and id

denotes the identity space.

3 The adversary  can either acquire the password of the user via malicious terminal or extract the parameters from smart card.

4 When evaluating forward secrecy, the adversary can get server’s private key.

5 The adversary  can extract the information stored in smart card.

TABLE 3 Evaluation criteria

1 No password verifier–table 2 Password friendly

3 No password exposure 4 No smart card loss attack

5 Resistance to know attacks 6 Sound repairability

7 Provision of key agreement 8 No clock synchronization

9 Timely typo detection 10 Mutual authentication

11 User anonymity 12 Forward secrecy

3 REVIEW OF THE SCHEME
OF MAITRA ET AL

In 2016, Maitra et al revealed that the scheme of Lee et al

cannot resist against forgery attack, password guessing attack,

etc, thus proposed an improved scheme claiming to be resis-

tant to those attacks. While in this section, we will demon-

strate that the scheme of Maitra et al is still vulnerable to

various attacks. Furthermore, we analyze the inherent reason

for these attacks.

3.1 The scheme of Maitra et al
We first briefly introduce the scheme of Maitra et al.24 As

the password change phase has little relation to our work,

we omit it.

1. Initialization phase. S selects a generator g of a multiplica-

tive group G of prime order p and a secret long key x where

x ∈ Z∗
q , then, the corresponding public key y = gx mod p.

There is also a hash function h(.): 0, 1∗ → 0, 1l, where l is

the bit length of function output.

2. Registration phase.

Step 1. A ⇒ S: {PWi, IDi}.
Step 2. S chooses a random number ni and calculates Ai =

h(IDi⊕h(x)), PWRi = h(PWi⊕ni), Li = Ai⊕PWRi,

Bi = h(Ai||PWRi), and n = ni ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ PWi), and

adds {h(h(Ai))} into user_list to store.

Step 3. S ⇒ A: a smart card with {Li,Bi, n, h(.)}

3. Login and authentication phase.

Step 1. Ui puts the smart card into a card reader and enters

IDi and PWi.

Step 2. The smart card computes n′
i = n ⊕ h(IDi ⊕

PWi), PWR′
i = h(PWi ⊕ n′

i), A′
i = Li ⊕ PWR′

i ,

and B′
i = h(A′

i||PWR′
i), if Bi ≠ B′

i , ends the ses-

sion, chooses a random number r1 and timestamp

T, and computes C1 = A′r1

i mod p, C2 = gr1 mod p,

D = h(T ⊕A′
i) mod (p−1), DID = IDi⊕h(yr1 mod

p), Ei = A′D
i mod p, and Fi = Ei(C1)D mod p.

Step 3. A → S: {DID,C1,C2,Fi,T}.

Step 4. S first tests the freshness of T, then computes ID∗
i =

DID ⊕ h(Cx
2

mod p), A∗
i = h(ID∗

i ⊕ h(x)), checks

whether h(h(A∗
i )) is in the user_list, if not, ends the

session, otherwise, computes D∗
i = h(Ti ⊕A∗

i ) mod

(p−1); if Fi(CD∗

1
)−1 ≠ A∗D∗

i mod p, ends the session,

otherwise, computes Gi = h(Ts ⊕ A∗
i ) mod p and

Ki = CGi
1

mod p, where Ts is the timestamp in server

side.

Step 5. S → A: {Ki,Ts}.

Step 6. The smart card checks the validity of Ts, then com-

putes G′
i = h(Ts ⊕ A′

i) mod (p − 1), K′
i = CG′

i
1

mod p, and tests whether Ki =?K′
i , and if it fails,

ends the session and the authentication fails. If it

is true, both S and Ui accept the session key SK =
h(h(A′

i)⊕ Ts) = h(h(A∗
i )⊕ Ts).

3.2 Cryptanalysis of the scheme of Maitra
et al
This section demonstrates that the scheme of Maitra et al not

only is not secure from off-line password guessing attack and

insider attack but also cannot preserve forward secrecy, etc.

3.2.1 Off-line password guessing attack I
Supposing an adversary  stole Ui’s smart card and extracted

{Li,Bi, n} from the smart card, then, he can perform off-line

password guessing attack I as below:

Step 1. Guess the value of PWi to be PW∗
i from the password

dictionary space pw and the value of IDi to be ID∗
i

from the identity dictionary space id.

Step 2. Compute n′
i = n⊕h(ID∗

i ⊕PW∗
i ), PWR′

i = h(PW∗
i ⊕

n′
i), A′

i = Li ⊕ PWR′
i , B′

i = h(A′
i||PWR′

i), where Li
and n were extracted from the smart card.

Step 3. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by check-

ing if B′
i=?Bi, where B1 was extracted from the

smart card.
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Step 4. Repeat Steps 1 to 3 until the correct values of PWi
and IDi are found.

After getting PWi and IDi, the adversary  can imperson-

ate of Ui through multiple ways, such as getting a smart card

and inputting PWi and IDi or computing {DID,C1,C2,Fi,T}
directly and sending them to the server.  also can compute

A′
i = Li⊕PWR′

i , G′
i = h(Ts⊕A′

i) mod (p−1), K′
i = CG′

i
1

. So 

can impersonate of S to communicate with Ui. Furthermore,

a man-in-the-middle attack is feasible too. So once this attack

is performed successfully, the whole security of the system

would be compromised.

The time complexity: (|pw| ∗ |id| ∗ (2TH +3TI). TH is

the running time for hash computation, and TI is the running

time of exclusive-or operation. |pw| denotes the number of

passwords in pw, and |id| denotes the number of identities

in id. |pw| or |id| is very limited in practice,26,28 usually

|id| ⩽ |pw| ⩽ 106, so the attack is efficient.

In the above attack,  just extracts the message in the smart

card then can perform the attack. According to our analysis, it

is obvious that the attack is quite practical and efficient, and

the attack occasion can be found in many papers.15,21,23,29

The inherent reason for this attack is that, on the one hand,

the adversary can get a verification parameter to verify the

correctness of his guessing value. In this scheme, the veri-

fication parameter is Bi; on the other hand, the parameters

that consist Bi can be denoted with the guessed PW∗
i , ID∗

i
(other parameters such as Li and n are accurately known by

). Despite Bi results in the attack, Bi is also the key param-

eter to help the user change password locally. This is exactly

the trade off between the security and usability demonstrated

by Wang et al.23 Luckily, Wang and Wang,20 for the first time,

integrated “honeywords” and “fuzzy-verifiers” to settle this

conflict. According to Wang and Wang,20 the issue can be

tackled as follows: Let the verification Bi = h(A′
i||PWR′

i) mod

n0), where 24 ⩽ n0 ⩽ 28 and n0 determines the capacity of the

pool of the (ID,PW). So now, there are |pw| ∗ |id| ⧵ n0 ≈
232 candidates of (IDi,PWi) pair for adversary to guess when

n0 = 28 and |pw| = |id| = 26. For these candidates, the

adversary can only guess the correct one from online guess-

ing. While there is also a way called “honeywords” to timely

detect whether the smart card is breached to avoid such online

dictionary guessing.

3.2.2 Off-line password guessing attack II
Supposing an adversary  not only stole Ui’s smart card

and extracted {Li,Bi, n} from the smart card but also eaves-

dropped {DID,C1,C2,Fi,T} from the open channel, then, he

could perform off-line password guessing attack II as below:

Step 1. Guess the value of PWi to be PW∗
i and IDi to be ID∗

i .

Step 2. Compute n′
i = n⊕h(ID∗

i ⊕PW∗
i ), PWR′

i = h(PW∗
i ⊕

n′
i), A′

i = Li ⊕ PWR′
i , D′ = h(T ⊕ A′

i) mod (p − 1),
E′

i = A′D
i mod p, and F′

i = Ei(C1)D mod p

Step 3. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking

if F′
i=?Fi, where Fi was extracted from the open

channel.

Step 4. Repeat Steps 1 to 3 until the correct value of PWi and

IDi are found.

Once the adversary  gets PWi and IDi, the whole

security of the system is compromised. As the way to

other attacks such as user impersonation attack are simi-

lar to what we describled in “off-line password guessing

attack I,” so we omit the detail attacking steps.

The time complexity: (|pw| ∗ |id| ∗ (3TH + 4TI +
2TE + TM). TE is the time of modular exponentiation

operation and TM is the time of modular multiplica-

tion operation. Furthermore, the attack occasion can be

found in many papers.21,23,30,31 Thus, the attack is efficient

but practical.

The inherent reason for this attack is that, on the one hand,

the adversary can find a verification to check the correc-

tion of the guessing value, which is inevitable to the demand

of authenticating the user for the server in any authentica-

tion scheme; on the other hand, the password is the only

unknown value to the adversary, which means the adversary

can get other parameters consisting of the verification except

for the password or the identity. Avoiding the later issue is

where the researchers should strive to. Generally, in a sound

2-factor authentication scheme, the verification parameters

should include a random number (or its transformation) at

least. Furthermore, the random number (or its transformation)

cannot be exposed to the open channel. To avoid such attack,

the lightweight public-key algorithm is a necessary but not

sufficient condition to settle the problem, as explained in Ma

et al.22

3.2.3 Forward secrecy
Supposing  knew S’s secret key x, as well as got

{DID,C1,C2,Fi,T}, then, he can calculate the session key SK
as follows:

Step 1. Compute ID′
i = DID⊕h(C2 mod p) and A′

i = h(ID′
i⊕

h(x)).
Step 2. Interrupt {Ki,Ts}.

Step 3. Compute SK = h(h(A′
i)⊕Ts), at this point  gets SK

successfully.

The time complexity of the attack above is (|pw| ∗
|id| ∗ (5TH + 3TI). So the attack above is quite efficient.

In this scheme, the session key consists of Ai (where Ai =
Li ⊕ PWR′

i = h(IDi ⊕ h(x))) and an open timestamp Ts. As

Ts is an open parameter and can be easily obtained by , the

only key parameter is Ai, while Ai is an unchanged value and

also can be calculated by . So this scheme certainly cannot

preserve forward secrecy. Usually, to achieve forward secrecy,

it is better that if the SK consists of 2 fresh random number.

Furthermore, the 2 fresh parameters cannot be exposed to the
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open channel or be stored in the smart card. This requirement

also proves that “more than two exponentiation operations

conducted on the server side is necessary to achieve forward

secrecy.”22

3.2.4 Insider attack
In this scheme, the user Ui submits a pair of PWi and IDi to

the server S without any transformation or protection, thus,

the server S can get the PWi and IDi, performing an insider

attack to impersonate the user Ui.

Insider attack is a basic issue, and it can be settled eas-

ily: Do some transformations to camouflage the PWi, such as

h(PWi||a) (a is a random number).

4 PROPOSED SCHEME

Inspired by the way to deal with the conflict between the

security and usability in Wang and Wang,20 we make some

amendments to the scheme of Maitra et al and reduce unnec-

essary computation for the sake of performance, then put for-

ward an improved new remote authentication scheme which

overcomes these weaknesses in the scheme of Maitra et al.

Compared with the scheme of Wang and Wang,20 our scheme

exploits a way of integrating the discrete logarithm problem

with RSA cryptosystem to achieve forward security. Further-

more, the scheme of Wang and Wang20 focus on providing a

model or a template for 2-factor authentication protocols, par-

ticularly in the way to settle the conflict between security and

usability. While our scheme is built on the scheme of Maitra

et al, it aims to improve this scheme to meet the evaluation

indicators listed in Section 2.4. In short, our scheme includes

5 phases: initialization phase, registration phase, login phase,

authentication phase, and password change phase. As the ini-

tialization phase is similar to the phase in the scheme of

Maitra et al as described in Section 3.1, we omit it here. The

process of our scheme is shown in Figure 1.

4.1 Registration phase
If a new user intends to access the resource on the server, he

has to register to the server firstly:

1. The user Ui chooses a password PWi and an identity

IDi. Then, the system generates a random number b and

computes PWRi = h(PWi||b).
2. Ui ⇒ S: {PWRi, IDi}.

3. After receiving {PWRi, IDi} at Trg (the time, and it is

secure to brute-force guessing), the server S calculates Ai
= h(h(IDi) ⊕ h(PWRi) mod n0), where n0 is an integer

such that 24 ⩽ n0 ⩽ 28, and checks whether IDi has

been in the User_List. If not, S creates a new entry for Ui
as {IDi, yi,Trg,Hoeny_List}, where yi is a unique random

number to Ui chosen by S, Hoeny_List is a list to record the

number of login failures and is initialized to 0; otherwise,

S updates Trg and yi in the User_List. Then S calculates

Ki = h(IDi||x||yi||Trg), Li = Ki ⊕ PWRi.

4. S ⇒ Ui: a smart card with {Ai,Li, n0, p, g, y, h(.)}.

5. Ui enters b into the smart card.

4.2 Login phase and authentication phase
Once the user registers to the server successfully, he can send

the access request to the server when he wants to enjoy the

service as follows:

1. Ui inserts the card into a card reader, inputs ID′
i and PW ′

i .

2. The smart card computes PWR′
i = h(PW ′

i ||b), A′
i =

h(h(ID′
i)⊕ h(PWR′

i) mod n0), and if A′
i ≠ Ai, exits the ses-

sion. Otherwise, the card generates a random number r1

and computes C1 = gr1 mod p, C2 = yr1 mod p, Di = IDi⊕

h(C1||C2), and K′
i = Li ⊕ PWR′

i , M1 = h(Di||C1||C2||K′
i ).

3. Ui → S: {C1,Di,M1}.

4. Upon getting {C1,Di,M1}, S computes C′
2
= (C1)x mod p

and ID′
i = Di ⊕ h(C1||C′

2
). Then S searches the User_List

to find the IDi such that IDi = ID′
i . If there is not

an IDi that satisfies the condition, S rejects the access

request and sets Hoeny_List to be Hoeny_List + 1. Once

the value of Honey_List exceeds the predetermined thresh-

old (such as 10), S thinks that the smart card has been

breached, thus suspends the card till Ui re-registers. Other-

wise, S derives yi and Trg from the User_List and computes

Ki = h(IDi||x||yi||Trg) and M′
1
= h(Di||C1||C′

2
||Ki). Then

S verifies Ui by testing whether M′
1

=?M1 and, if the

equation is false, ends the session, sets Hoeny_List to be

Hoeny_List+1, and once the value of Hoeny_List exceeds

the predetermined threshold (such as 10), suspends the

card till Ui re-registers; otherwise, S initializes the RSA

algorithm as described in Section 2.1.2, generates the pub-

lic key (n, e) and the private key (n, d), and then computes

M2 = h(IDi||Ki||C1||C′
2
||n||e).

5. S → Ui: {M2, n, e}.

6. On obtaining {C3,M2,Ts}, the smart card computes M′
2
=

h(IDi||K′
i ||C1||C2||n||e) then tests whether M′

2
=?M2. If

M′
2
≠ M2, exit the session. Otherwise the smart card gen-

erates a random number r2 (0 ⩽ r2 ⩽ n) and computes

C3 = re
2

mod n and M3 = h(IDi||C3||K′
i ||r2||C2).

7. Ui → S: {M3,C3}.

8. When getting {M3,C3}, S computes r′
2
= Cd

3
mod n and

M′
3
= h(IDi||C3||Ki||r′2||C′

2
). If M′

2
≠ M2, exit the session.

Otherwise, both the user Ui and the server S computes their

session key as SK = h(IDi||C1||C2||C3||K′
i ||r2) and SK =

h(IDi||C1||C′
2
||C3||Ki||r′2), respectively.

4.3 Password change phase
When the user Ui wants to change his password, he needs

perform the following steps:
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FIGURE 1 The proposed scheme

1. Ui inserts the smart card into a card reader and inputs ID′
i ,

PW ′
i , and new password PWnew

i .

2. The smart card computes PWR′
i = h(PW ′

i ||b), A′
i =

h(h(ID′
i) ⊕ h(PWR′) mod n0), check whether A′

i =? Ai
and, if the equation does not hold, exits the session. Oth-

erwise, the smart card computes PWRnew
i = h(PWnew

i ||b),
Anew

i = h(h(ID′
i) ⊕ h(PWRnew

i ) mod n0) and Lnew
i = Li ⊕

PWR′
i ⊕ PWRnew

i .

3. Replace Li with Lnew
i and Ai with Anew

i , respectively.

4.4 Revocation phase
If the user Ui finds that his/her smart card is lost or is

breached, he/she can revoke the account without changing the

identity as follows:

1. Ui inserts the smart card into a card reader, inputs ID′
i ,

PW ′
i .

2. The smart card computes PWR′
i = h(PW ′

i ||b), A′
i =

h(h(ID′
i) ⊕ h(PWR′) mod n0), check whether A′

i =? Ai
and, if the equation does not hold, exits the session. Oth-

erwise, the card generates a random number r1, computes

C1 = gr1 mod p, C2 = yr1 mod p, Di = IDi ⊕ h(C1||C2),
K′

i = Li ⊕ PWR′
i , M1 = h(Di||C1||C2||K′

i ).
3. Ui → S: {C1,Di,M1,Revoke_request}.

4. Upon getting {C1,Di,M1,Revoke_request}, S computes

C′
2
= (C1)x mod p, ID′

i = Di ⊕ h(C1||C2). Then S searches

the User_List to find the IDi such that IDi = ID′
i . If

there is not an IDi that satisfies the condition, S rejects the

access request, and sets Hoeny_List to be Hoeny_List + 1.

Once the value of Honey_List exceeds the predetermined

threshold (such as 10), S thinks that the smart card has

been breached, thus suspends the card till Ui re-registers.

Otherwise, S derives yi and Trg from the User_List, com-

putes Ki = h(IDi||x||yi||Trg), M′
1
= h(Di||C1||C′

2
||Ki). Then

S verifies Ui by testing whether M′
1

=?M1 and, if the

equation is false, ends the session, sets Hoeny_List to be

Hoeny_List+1, and once the value of Honey_List exceeds

the predetermined threshold (such as 10), suspends the

card till Ui re-registers; otherwise, S sets yi to be NULL,

thus next time, Ui cannot login successfully.

4.5 Re-registration phase
If the account of Ui does not work properly, then Ui may want

to re-register as follows:

1. Ui ⇒ S: {PWRi, IDi}.

2. S first checks whether the IDi is in the Uer_List and

whether the account of the Ui is revoked or his/her card is

suspended. If so, S executes the registration as Section 4.1.

5 SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

In this section, we first prove that our scheme can withstand

all known attacks well, then, we compare our scheme with

other related schemes in functionality and performance; the

result demonstrates the superiority of our scheme.

5.1 Security analysis
We prove our scheme can be resistant to known attacks by

heuristic analysis of the scheme. This section lists almost all
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known attacks to the smart-based remote user authentication

schemes and demonstrates how our scheme performs well in

resisting against those attacks.

1. Off-line password guessing attack. Suppose the adver-

sary  extracted the information in the smart card and

eavesdropped the message between the user Ui and the

server S, he may conduct the attack as following steps:

Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW∗
i and IDi to be ID∗

i .

Step 2. Compute PWR′
i = h(PW∗

i ||b), A∗
i = h(h(ID∗

i ) ⊕
h(PWR∗) mod n0).

Step 3. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking

if A∗
i =?Ai.

Even the adversary finds such PW ′
i and ID′

i that sat-

isfy the equation, he/she still is not sure whether they

actually are same to PWi and IDi. Then the only way

is to conduct an online guessing attack to test the value

of those “correct” PW ′
i and ID′

i , while this attack is pre-

vented by Honey_List. Each time the login fails, the value

of Honey_List will add 1. Once the value of Hoeny_List
exceeds the predetermined threshold (such as 10), the card

will be suspended till Ui re-registers. Thus, the adversary

cannot perform such attack by this process.

Besides the methods above, there is usually another

way as follows to execute the off-line password

guessing attack:

Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW∗
i and IDi to be ID∗

i .

Step 2. Compute PWR′
i = h(PW∗

i ||b), chose a random num-

ber r1
∗, computes C∗

1
= gr1

∗
mod p, C∗

2
= yr1

∗
mod

p, K∗
i = Li ⊕PWR′

i , D∗
i = ID∗

i ⊕ h(C∗
1
||C∗

2
), and M∗

1

= h(D∗
i ||C∗

1
||C∗

2
||K∗

i ).
Step 3. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking if

M∗
1
=? M1. While there are 3 uncertain parameters

in M∗
1
: PW∗

i , ID∗
i , r∗

1
. The PW∗

i and ID∗
i is in a finite

set, but the random number r∗
1

is too strong to be

guessed.

Therefore, our scheme has good resistance to off-line

password guessing attack.

2. Smart card loss attack. Suppose the adversary  stole

the user Ui’s smart card and extracted Li, Ai, b in smart

card. According to our analysis in “off-line password

guessing attack,” although with smart card and Li, Ai, b, 

cannot conduct an off-line password guessing attack. What

is more, there are no other way to get the PWi. Without

knowing PWi, even with smart card, the  still neither can

construct M1 to impersonate the user to the server nor per-

forms other attacks. Therefore, our scheme can be resistant

to smart card loss attack.

3. User anonymity. User anonymity protects the user activ-

ities from not being tracked by the adversary to ana-

lyze user habits. Usually, user anonymity refers to 2

aspects: (1) Do not expose the identity notion to an open

channel and (2) keep the identity untraceable. While in

our new protocol, on the one hand, there is no identity

notions transmitted in the open channel; on the other hand,

the identity IDi is transmitted to the server in the form of

Di=IDi ⊕ h(C1||C2), where C1 and C2 are changed with

the random number r1. Each time the user logs in, the r1 is

different, so the Di is also changed every time. Thus, the

identity IDi is untraceable. All in all, our scheme preserves

user anonymity.

4. Mutual authentication. In our scheme, S authenticates Ui
through testing whether M′

1
equals to M1; Ui verifies S by

testing whether M′
2

equals to M2. So our scheme achieve

mutual authentication.

5. Replay attack. Our scheme takes advantage of random

numbers to prevent replay attack, and the random number

is different in every session. On the one hand, the user and

the server both will check the validity of the random num-

ber everytime they received a new message. On the other

hand, even if the adversary replays the eavesdropped mes-

sages from the open channel, he/she still cannot construct

the session key. Thus, our scheme is resistant to replay

attack.

6. User impersonation attack. To impersonate a legitimate

user, the adversary usually has 2 ways: getting the PWi
and IDi and constructing {C1,Di,M1}. The former way is

impossible for  according to “off-line password guess-

ing attack” and “smart card loss attack.” So the later way

becomes the only choice. The difficult point is building

M1, D. To achieve this,  has to get the key parameters

Ki and IDi, where Ki=Li ⊕ PWRi=h(IDi||x||yi||Trg). Even

assuming IDi can be gotten by 23, it is still impossible

to compute Ki, because PWRi is related to PWi and x is a

secret key which cannot be known to . Thus, our scheme

can be resistant to user impersonation attack.

7. Server spoofing attack. As x is a secret number,  cannot

recover C2 (C2 = (C1)x mod p), thus, it fails to con-

struct M2 (M′
2
=h(IDi||Ki||C1||C2||n||e)) to impersonate the

server.

8. Provision of key agreement. In our scheme, after authen-

ticating with each other successfully, the server and

the user both accept the session key SK=h(IDi||C1||
C2||C3||Ki||r2), so our scheme builds the session key suc-

cessfully. Furthermore, this key is changed with the ran-

dom numbers.

9. De-synchronization attack. On the one hand, no parame-

ters needs to be updated in the user side and the server side;

on the other hand, whenever a user wants to change the

password, he/she has to get authenticated firstly; finally,

our scheme dose not require the server or the user to

synchronize their time clock. Thus, a de-synchronization

attack cannot be executed successfully.

10. Forward secrecy. Assuming  got x, the User_ist and

all the parameters in the open channel and smart card,
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he can recover the parameters like IDi, C1, C2, C3, and

Ki. While computing r2 to  means to break RSA secu-

rity, which is impossible. Without r2,  cannot compute

SK as h(IDi||C1||C2||C3||Ki||r2). So the improved scheme

provides strong forward secrecy.

11. Insider attack. In registration phase, the user Ui sub-

mits PWRi=h(PWi||b) to the server S, the PWi is con-

ceal by random number b, thus an administrator of the

server cannot get PWi, ie, our scheme can withstand

insider attack.

12. Parallel attack. The parallel attack usually happens when

 reuses the historical messages in the open channel to

construct a new request, then impersonates the legitimate

user Ui to compute SK, making the server believe that it

communicates with Ui. While in our scheme,  has to

know the parameter consisted of the messages, then he can

form the correct access request or the session key. While

according to our analysis above,  is unable to get the 2

random numbers chosen by the user. Thus, our scheme can

resist parallel attack.

5.2 Performance analysis
We compare our scheme with other related scheme 24,32-38 in

functionality and performance to manifest the advantages of

our scheme as shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Typ-

ically, according to Wang and Wang,20, Wang et al,23 and

Maitra et al,24 in cryptographic operations, the time complex-

ity can be roughly expressed as TE > TO ≫ TM ≫ TH > TS,

and the lightweight operation such as “XOR” and “||” are

too small that can be ignored, where TE is the time of mod-

ular exponentiation operation, TO is the running time of the

elliptic curve point multiplication, TM is the running time of

modular multiplication/division operation, TH is the running

time for hash computation, and TS is the running time of sym-

metric encryption/decryption. Thus, according to Table 5,

our scheme only spends more total time than Kumari, Khan

et al32 and Kumari, Li et al.33 These 2 schemes are only based

on hash operation, which face with many security threats as

shown in Table 4.

In conclusion, through the functionality comparison, it is

clear that our scheme has obvious advantages: It satisfies all

TABLE 4 Functionality comparisons

Design Goals Kumari32 Kumari33 Jiang34 Li35 Islam36 Marimuthu37 Maitra24 Xie38 Ours

No password verifier–table
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Password friendly
√ √

×
√ √ √ √

×
√

No smart card loss attack × ×
√

× × × ×
√ √

Resistance to know attacks
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Sound repairability × × × ×
√

× ×
√ √

User anonymity
√

× × × ×
√ √

×
√

Mutual authentication
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Provision of key agreement
√ √ √ √ √

×
√ √ √

No clock synchronization ×
√

× × × ×
√

×
√

Forward secrecy × × ×
√ √

□ ×
√ √

No password exposure
√ √

× ×
√ √

×
√ √

Timely typo detection
√ √

×
√ √ √ √

×
√

Note:
√

means the property is satisfied;

× means the property is not satisfied;

□ means the property is not related to the scheme.

TABLE 5 Performance comparisons

Schemes User side Server side Total

Kumari 32 9TH 9TH 18TH

Kumari 33 12TH 9TH 20TH

Jiang 34 3TE + TM + 4TH 3TE + 5TH 6TE + TM + 9TH

Li 35 4TE + TM + 4TH 5TE + 5TH 9TE + TM + 9TH

Islam 36 5TE + TM + 5TH 2TE + 4TH 7TE + TM + 9TH

Marimuthu 37 6TE + 9TH 6TE + 9TH 12TE + 18TH

Maitra 24 6TE + TM + 8TH 4TE + TM + 12TH 10TE + 2TM + 20TH

Xie 38 3TO + 6TH 3TO + 3TS + 6TH 6TO + 3TS + 12TH

Ours 3TE + 10TH 2TE + 10TH 5TE + 20TH
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the listed design goals, while other related schemes 24,35-37

have weaknesses more or less; in performance comparisons,

our scheme costs less time than most of schemes.24,34-38 There-

fore, our scheme is more secure but more efficient.

6 CONCLUSION

Preserving security and efficiency simultaneously is a chal-

lenging problem in designing smart card–based authentica-

tion schemes. Over the past 2 decades, massive schemes

were proposed while later proved to be with various weak-

nesses. To make some changes to this situation, we first

choose a recent scheme as a study case to analyze its weak-

nesses and design thinking. On the basis of these analysis, we

proposed an improved new scheme. Particularly, we show a

new way (beyond the conventional Deffie-Hellman approach)

to achieve forward secrecy. Furthermore, the security and

performance analysis results manifest the advantages of our

scheme not only satisfies all 12 security requirements but also

costs less time than most of related schemes. Our analysis in

design thinking and fail reasons can provide references for

analysis and design of other protocols.
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